WELCOME TO ARTS NIGHT!
NOVEMBER 14, 2012

SPONSORED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN
LANGUAGES AND
LITERATURES

7:00-9:00 p.m.
PROGRAM

"LOS AMIGOS"
Danielle Lawrence and Sharon Kumar, Presenters

JORGE GUILLÉN'S "AQUELLOS VERANOS"
Ashley Harton- Powell, Presenter

LI BAI'S "THOUGHTS AT SILENT NIGHT"
Prof. Zhang's Chinese 101 Class

"ME HE DADO CUENTA"
Miguel Alicea, Vocalist

"JOSÉ MARTÍ"
Michael Thomas, Presenter

HEITOR VILLA-LOBOS' S "ETUDE 1"
Jordan Brogan, Violinist

"DANZA FOLCLÓRICA"
Jedly Paredes-López and Tayla Warmsley, Dancers

PABLO NERUDA'S "PROSAIC MUSE"
Adam Cataldo, Presenter

PABLO NERUDA'S "ME GUSTA CUANDO CALLAS"
Mikala Kesselman, Presenter

"SKY LADDER" (CANTONESE SONG)
Justin Leung and Yin Jeung Lam, Vocalists

"HISTORIA"
William Scanlon, Presenter

SELENA'S "BIDI BIDI BUM BUM"
Myni Le, Vocalist

UMD CAPOEIRA CLUB
The UMD Capoeira Club

ANTONIO VIVALDI'S "CONCERTO IN A MINOR, OP. 3, NO. 8"
Lisa Paulo, Violin
Nathan Mendonca, Violin
Samantha Paulo, Cello

VICENTE ALEIXANDRE'S "BESO ALEGRE"
Christine Casey, Presenter

"FAMOUS QUOTES IN SPANISH AND ENGLISH"
Amy Skelly, Presenter

CHARLA ON "DAY OF THE DEAD"
Tabitha Quental and Olaitan Tayo, Presenters

EDOUARD LALO'S "SYMPHONIE ESPAGNOLE, OP. 23 MOVEMENT 4"
Victoria R. Mauro, Violin

"LA CONDENA DEL INMIGRANTE"
Javier Galindo, Presenter

SOR JUANA INES'S "QUÉJASE DE LA SUERTE"
Tatiana González, Presenter

JULIA DE BURGOS'S "A JULIA DE BURGOS"
Sandy López, Presenter

MARC ANTHONY'S "AGUANILE"
Kaleigh Connors, Dancer

"BACHATA"
Milagros Rodríguez, Dancer
Noemí Navarro, Dancer
Jedly Paredes-López, Dancer
Tayla Warmsley, Dancer
Miguel Alicea, Dancer

Please join us for a reception following the program and take time to congratulate our performers on a job well done!